A predicted outbreak in an overcrowded, administratively neglected and run-down haemodialysis unit as an offer of “New Public Management” in Norwegian hospitals
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Abstract

Background: Scandinavian countries had a low rate of vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) until 2007. Since 2007, there has been an alarming spread of VRE in Sweden and later on in Norway. From 2002 on, public hospitals in Norway were transferred from the County administration to a few regional state enterprises, drifted and organized according to the “New Public Management” (NPM), to save money. Four hospitals in Oslo, including Ullevål University Hospital, were, of the same reason, further merged into a 1500 beds Oslo University Hospital in 2009.

Methods: This study included the hospital management of infection control and attitudes to reports from routine inspections in a haemodialysis unit at Oslo University Hospital (OUS) - before and after an outbreak of VRE in 2011.

Results: Before the outbreak of VRE, repeated site inspections by infection control personnel revealed overcrowding, a poor hospital design, a low hygienic standard, and an imminent risk for hospital infection in a haemodialysis unit at OUS. Reports concerning deviation from proper infection control were sent to the hospital administration. Two project groups were set down consecutively within a year to solve the problems. They were both nearly immediately put on hold because of lack of economic resources. The Board of Health in the Counties of Oslo and Akershus (having the overall supervision of the health care in the Counties) was then notified by the infection control doctor. The outbreak of VRE was detected in May 2011 in this haemodialysis unit. It was promptly stopped after one month, by using a combination of several restrictive infection control methods. All VRE cases were negative after repeated negative samplings for a year. The outbreak resulted in a response from the hospital administration to the serious conditions in this unit. One and a half year later, an extended, refurbished new unit was ready for the patients.

Conclusion: A low hygienic standard in an overcrowded and run-down haemodialysis unit was neglected by an administrative organization lacking economic resources after following the ideas of NPM through many years. This situation finally led to an outbreak of VRE. An early and restrictive intensive intervention leads to a rapid termination of the outbreak.
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1 Introduction

Vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) have increased in the United States and Europe during the last 10 years [1-3]. VRE affects debilitated, often elderly patients, especially during high colonization pressure and the use of anti-anaerobic antibiotics [1-6]. Enterococci are long-living, robust survivors for up to four years in the environment [7, 8].

In Scandianavia, the rate of VRE has been low. In Norway, a patient survey in 1998 demonstrated no VRE [9]. This was in contrast to a high prevalence of VRE among poultry farms [10, 11].

Since 2007, there has been an alarming spread of VRE in Swedish healthcare institutions [12]. In 2010 an outbreak of VRE started in the west of Norway with further increase in 2011 and 2012 [13-15]. In Oslo County, there were only five cases of VRE from 1998 to 2011. During springtime 2011, an outbreak of 13 cases of Enterococcus faecium vanA (gene cluster) was registered at the haemodialysis unit at Oslo University Hospital (OUS), Oslo.

![Figure 1. The development of haemodialysis sessions at Ullevål University Hospital 2005-2011](Annual report 2011, The norwegian Renal Registry).

The need for haemodialysis treatment has increased rapidly in Norway during the last 5-10 years. In Oslo this has occurred without any increase in the capacity (Figure 1).

Since 2002, public hospitals in Norway were transferred from the administration of the responsible County to a few regional state enterprises to be more effective and save money; according to “New Public Management”. For the same reason, four hospitals in Oslo, including Ullevål University Hospital, were further merged into a 1500 beds hospital; Oslo University Hospital in 2009.

The aim of this study is to describe the hospital design, and economic and administrative management of an old, overcrowded and open haemodialysis unit at OUS. Furthermore, to describe risk factors noticed by infection control site inspections and the response to deviation reports by the hospital administration. In addition, methods to terminate and eliminate an outbreak of VRE that occurred during this period are described.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 New public management (NPM) in Norwegian hospitals

In 2002, all public hospitals in Norway were transferred from the administration of the responsible County to five regional state enterprises; North, Central, West, South and East. This was done to be more effective and save money, according to “New Public Management”.

In 2007, there was a further merging to four regional state enterprises by merging the largest ones; South and East, to South-East. Within each region, hospitals merged further into larger units, also called enterprises.
In 2009, for the same reason -to save money-, four hospitals in Oslo; Aker (400 beds), Rikshospitalet (500 beds), Radiumhospitalet (400 beds) and Ullevål University Hospital (1000 beds), were further merged into a 1500 beds hospital; Oslo University Hospital. This hospital was situated in more than 40 locations in Oslo.

The regional state enterprise’s task is to make economic contracts with each hospital/merged hospitals, using a combination of volume controlled- and activity-based funding and to control the activities and production of the same hospitals. The hospital, on the other hand, is the supplier of the contracted health services to a certain dedicated part of the population in the region. The hospital’s “production” is then limited by the commission documents and agreement with the regional state enterprise.

2.2 Infection control site inspection

A regular infection control site inspection is performed by the infection control doctor (ICD) and infection control nurse (ICN) for each department of the hospital; at least every other year. The site inspection is performed more often in departments with infection control problems like a high prevalence of hospital infections, problems with hygienic and sterile routines, outbreaks of infections, isolation problems, overcrowding, understaffing, and so on.

The inspection is announced and implemented in collaboration with the department’s leadership and safety representative, and a representative from the cleaning department.

Every room and corridor in the department is inspected for hygienic and infection control conditions, concerning hospital design and ventilation, cleanliness, implementation of hygienic routines, necessary space and rooms for patients and equipment, and the access to service rooms. Furthermore, the service rooms for textiles, equipment, storerooms for sterile equipment, liquids and medications, the kitchen and the room for waste disposal, and toilets for patients, visitors and personnel are all inspected for hygienic conditions. In addition, bed occupancy and the patient to personal ratio are registered.

A written report is made by the infection control personnel with description of the department and the results of the site inspection. Discrepancies according to the recommended hygiene and infection control level in the hospital’s infection control programme are described and documented. Deviations are recommended closed as soon as possible or within a certain deadline. The report is addressed to the leadership of the actual department and to the head of the clinic where the department is located, with a copy to the hospital administration (the quality director, the director responsible for the medical field, and the administrative director). In certain situations, also the main safety delegate, the occupational health and representatives for the employee are informed. Dependent on the risk for patients or personnel, the ICD may also have access to notify the Board of Health in the County that have the overall supervision of the health care in the County.

2.3 Setting and types of patients

Oslo University Hospital (OUS) is a result of merging four separately located hospitals in Oslo in 2009. The haemodialysis units are located at two of the former four hospitals; Ullevål University Hospital and Rikshospitalet.

The VRE – outbreak occurred at the haemodialysis unit at OUS-Ullevål. The building structure and design of this unit had been the same the last 30 years. An increasing number of patients with non-Norwegian ethnicity and drug users were treated at the unit. Chronic carriers of blood-borne virus infections (Hepatitis B, C and HIV) made up ca 25% of the patients. The unit treated both patients in beds from other departments and outpatients.

There was one nurse per two patients during day shift and one per three during the evening shift of dialysis treatment. They took care of the patient; registered, treated, washed and disinfected each treatment place, and made food and drinks to the patients. They used gloves during connection with the machine and the dialysis work, and gown, gloves and mask when treating patients with infections.
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3 Results

3.1 Description of risk factors - from an infection control point of view - before the outbreak

This unit treated ca 70 mostly outpatients, 3-5 hours, three times per week. There were 20 dialysis places, used by 22 patients per shift in two shifts during the day; one morning and one afternoon (Figure 2). The unit was designed for only 13 patients per shift. Ten patients were treated in an open, common area and four in a connected area. The space per patient was only 5.5 m².

Figure 2. Dialysis unit at OUS-Ullevål 2011. Red coloured beds and chairs for dialysis patients indicate where the first three VRE-infected patients have been treated. The red star is the common wardrobe for all patients. It was placed outside the isolation room, where the door mostly stood open. The blue figures are dialysis machines placed on the corridor. The yellow squares indicate storage of 5 litre cans with sterile dialysis liquid, on the floor in the corridor and in the common hall for 10 dialysis patients.

PI: Patient I, the index patient was first time detected VRE-positive February 2011. Treated at the single acute room, on seven out of ten dialysis chairs, and in both three-bed rooms. The patient was treated 36 times in the unit before isolated form other patients.

PII: Patient II, was detected VRE-positive in May 2011. The patient had been treated at both three-bed rooms and in the isolate. The patient had been treated 46 times in the unit before isolated from other patients.

PIII: Patient III, was detected VRE-positive June 2011. The patient was treated at both three-bed rooms and in the isolate; 42 times treated in the unit before isolated from other patients.

Patients I, II, and III were at the same time on the unit in March 2011. Patient II and III were treated together at the same time and same room 17 times.

Two rooms were designed for two patients each, but mostly used for three. There were two single rooms; one used as an “isolate” for patients with blood borne infections or cases with multi-resistant bacterial organisms (MDRO). There was no isolate with sluice. The door between the “isolate” and a common wardrobe used by all outpatients was usually open, even during isolation for infections. This could be a risk for the other patients using the wardrobe.

The unit had a few service rooms, like a very small textile room (3 m²). The store for the dialysis machines was too small. Therefore, more than 10 machines usually were placed on the corridor, including machines designated to the nearly 25% of patients with blood borne infections (Figure 3). The dialysis machines were decontaminated inside and washed with soap and water outside between each patient, but usually not decontaminated outside between patients. They were often
moved between patient rooms and the storage at the corridor. A contaminated outer part of the machine could therefore be a risk for the environment, patients and personnel.

Figure 3. Storage of dialyse machines on the corridor in the unit

Figure 4. Storage of 10 liter cans with sterile dialyse liquid at the main dialyse room and on the corridor

The department did not have a common system for dialyse liquid and used 5 litre cans. Because of lack of storage rooms, the cans were placed on the corridor floor or in the common area for dialysis patients (Figure 4). Because of lack of treatment places, some patients had to share room with patients with blood borne infections during dialysis.

The floor was not cleaned between each shift of patients; only once a day. The patient chair and treatment table were always cleaned between each patient. The environment was often dirty because of a high activity and a low and insufficient cleaning. In addition, the poor building maintenance made the cleaning very difficult.

3.2 Infection control site inspections and reports
Three inspections were done by the infection control doctor and nurse during February, June and November 2010. This included three reports with descriptions of serious risk factors detected repetitively at this unit.
The most serious deviations from a good hygienic standard and proper infection control were lack of satisfactory isolation of patients with infectious diseases, overcrowding and understaffing, lack of storage of the dialysis machines and dialysis liquid, lack of service rooms, poor and old hospital design, and a lack of good routines for housekeeping.

The written information was sent to the head of the Department and of the Medical Clinic with a copy to the hospital administration. The deviation had to be closed within three months. The first project group was immediately set down, but put on hold because of lack of economic resources.

The Director of the hospital was then directly informed and advised to close this unit because of a high risk of hospital infections and lack of acceptable hygienic conditions for patients and personnel. The head of the Medical Clinic responded that they could not take care of the most alarming risk factors, unless a new and larger department was established.

The hospital was in deficit of several hundred million NOK. The Director was again notified about this situation in January 2011. He was informed that the situation was now so serious that the infection control doctor would contact the Board of Health in Oslo County. A second project group to solve the problems was then established in March 2011, but was nearly immediately put on hold again because of lack of economic resources. The Board of Health of Oslo and Akershus were notified by the infection control doctor in March 2011, with a copy to the Director of the hospital, and a complete report was sent in June 2011.

### 3.3 The VRE-outbreak

The index patient (PI) was a long-term patient, staying at different places of the four hospitals in the merged OUS. *Enterococcus faecium VanA* was detected in February 2011 after being treated for several months with different antibiotics. The patient was contact isolated at another department. During this “isolation period” of three months (February to May 2011), the patient was treated without any preventive measures at the haemodialysis unit. He had been around on most dialysis places in the unit and was treated 36 times in the unit before isolated from other patients (Figure 2).

The second patient (PII), was an outpatient detected VRE-positive in May 2011. He had been treated 46 times in the unit before isolated from other patients.

The third patient (PIII) was detected VRE-positive in a faeces sample taken in June 2011, because of contact with patient I and II (Figure 2). He was treated 42 times in the unit before isolated from other patients.

Patients I, II, and III had been at the same time on the unit. Patient II and III were treated together at the same time and in the same room 17 times.

By tracing all the 70 dialysis patients, additional 10 patients were found. They were carriers of VRE in the stool. A total of 13 patients were found during the investigation period of one month. Patients 4-13 were mostly outpatients, detected by the tracing 15-16 June. They had been treated on many places, all over the unit.

### 3.4 Measures used to stop the outbreak

The dialysis unit was immediately declared contaminated and treated as such during the further dialysis treatment. The outbreak could not stop the necessary treatment of the patients. The use of vancomycin and other selective antibiotics were avoided. The situation was treated nearly like an outbreak of methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) \[16\].

Transmission to other dialysis departments was avoided. It was decided not to move VRE-infected or VRE-exposed patients to other dialysis units, to avoid the spread of infection.
Hand hygiene and general infection control routines were immediately reinforced and facilitated for all personnel, patients and visitors. The personnel were informed to follow new routines for barrier treatment for all patients. This included the change of the uniform daily, or more often, if necessarily. The common wardrobe was closed for all patients (Figure 2).

Room disinfection was started immediately and consecutively done with perasafe (peracetic acid) or chloramine 5% for the whole department, including all rooms, with a priority for the rooms supposed to be most contaminated [17]. Afterwards, the cleaning and decontamination the department was sustained reinforced, increased to twice a day; after each shift of patients. All medical reusable equipment was important to disinfect both inside and outside [18].

Isolation of VRE-carriers. All outpatients and inpatients infected with VRE were isolated in single rooms or in cohort on the same room with contact infection barrier. The personnel used single use personal protective equipment (PEP) like gown, gloves, cap and mask when entering the room. VRE-infected outpatients went directly to the isolate and did not use the common waiting room which was closed. All equipment used was treated as contaminated. After each dialysis, the room was decontaminated like a room with air and contact contamination [17].

Exposed, but VRE-negative patients were treated on the ordinary dialysis places in the unit. They were followed with repeated samples over a period of several months. The personnel used single use PPE to avoid transmission of VRE in case they were carriers. The treatment places, including tables, were disinfected after each use.

Food and drink service for the patients was immediately transferred to a dedicated kitchen educated person who prepared the meal for all patients and who had no direct contact with the patients.

Defining the VRE-strain. All the VRE strains were successively identified; they were all genotypic indistinguishable by use of the pulsed–field electrophoresis method.

Tracing infected cases. Faeces samples and clinical samples were taken first from all patients that had been in direct contact with patients I-III. Afterwards, all patients at the haemodialysis units were included. VRE-exposed patients were declared VRE negative if five or more samples over several months were negative and they did not use antibiotics. VRE positive patients were followed with repeated samples. After 12 months with repetitive and only negative samples they were declared VRE negative.

Personnel were not tested for carrier state since there were no routines for decontamination of carriers among healthcare personnel, like the MRSA-routines [16, 17].

Written information was given to all patients; infected and exposed in the unit; to the personnel, to the Director, to all departments and wards and the ambulance division at our hospital, and to other hospitals, nursing homes and home care. All with a common responsibility for the dialysis patients were notified. Advices were given directed to the risk of transmission of this robust and long-living bacterium and the need for following the routines for infection control used at the haemodialysis unit.

3.5 Further development
The last cases were detected at this unit 16 June 2011. All patients were followed up with repetitive samples during 2011, and no more cases were found. The 13 VRE-positive cases have now been negative for one year.

One and a half year after the outbreak, a new and larger haemodialysis unit was established at the hospital.

4 Discussion
The outbreak of VRE at the haemodialysis unit at Oslo University Hospital-Ullevål was predicted because of the poor structural condition of the dialysis unit, the overcrowded situation with a rapidly increasing number of patients that needed
treatment, and the open-room area, lack of cleaning and disinfection and of isolation facilities, and the lack of administrative organization and economic resources.

This situation was unfortunately combined with lack of routines for alerting and making note about the presence of VRE in the index patient. During the “isolation period” of three months at another medical department, this patient was transferred to and treated more than 30 times without any preventive measures at the haemodialysis unit, being around on most dialysis places. The haemodialysis unit had not been informed about the VRE status of the index patient. Therefore the index patient was not detected before other patients in the unit were infected.

4.1 The effect of “New Public Management”

The merging of the four large hospitals in Oslo to an even bigger one in 2009 was associated with a significant reduction of economic resources. The health authorities planned to save more than one billion Norwegian kroner and 4000 work positions by merging the four hospitals in 2009. However, in 2011, the total number of beds was reduced by 25%, the number of work positions was not reduced, and the total operating cost for the merged hospital was increased by nearly 8%, compared to the costs of the four hospitals separately in 2009 [19, 20]. Thus the fusion of hospitals created larger costs, an increasing debt, did not save work positions, and resulted in significantly fewer beds for patients than in 2009, in spite of an increasing population in the Oslo region. In addition, the personnel were often divided between several locations even if they belonged to the same department, and this solution was both time- and cost-consuming.

Thus, the hospital had to save even more money. This resulted in a nearly complete stop in basic activities like cleaning, maintenance work and other services necessary to run the hospitals in a proper manner. The lack of a proper hygienic response, and the reluctance and hesitation of the administration to react on the repeated warnings from the infection control personnel, may partly be related to the special merging and economic situation of the hospital. The increasing need of more treatment places for haemodialysis in Oslo occurred without any response from the hospital administration or the regional state enterprise.

The poor condition of this dialysis unit was, however, well known for several administrators over many years before the hospital fusion. The former Ullevål University Hospital had been through repetitive severe economic savings since 2002, when all public hospitals in Norway were transferred to a few state enterprises. This resulted in fewer beds, more corridor patients, and a lower staff: patient ratio, a significant reduction of service and technical function personnel, and a significant increase of hospital infections and extra costs [20].

The understanding of economic managements and consequences of changing hospital organization models is probably an overestimated knowledge among decision makers. In this situation, it was worryingly to observe that economic savings in one of the richest countries in the world could cause administrators to close eyes to the warning of severe infection risks for patients and personnel.

Haemodialysis units have, like intensive units, a high infection risk, a high use of antibiotics and often a rich mixture of resistant bacteria and blood borne infections. Furthermore, they usually treat the most expensive and costly patients in the hospital. It is therefore an inconsequence not to put enough money into those exposed departments to prevent infections. Especially when it may be, in addition, cost effectively [20].

4.2 After the outbreak

The VRE outbreak was promptly stopped in this case after one month, and all 13 cases were negative after repeated negative samplings for a year. But larger outbreaks may be more difficult to handle, as shown by others [5, 21-23]. A rapid action is important; tracing all infected, screening and re-screening, isolation treatment of all cases and exposed patients, barrier treatment by personnel using PEP, and establishing a dedicated cleaning and disinfection system and kitchen service for the unit, as also shown by others [21-23].
One and a half year later, an extended, refurbished unit was ready for the patients. However, a new dialysis department especially dedicated and facilitated to infection control and anonymity of each patient is still wanted. It may perhaps come up one day.
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